
         Bergen, 23.05.2014 
MEBA Council 
NHHS 
Helleveien 30 
5045 BERGEN 

International Student’s Union of Norway                 
Lakkegate 3  
0187 Oslo 
       

MEBA Council ISU Report Spring/Fall Semester 2014 

Dear Madame/Sir, 

The MEBA Council is the association in charge of organizing events for students in the MSc 
in International Business, Energy, Natural Resources and the Environment and Marketing and 
Brand Management at the Norwegian School of Economics (NHH).  

On behalf of all the students and MEBA Council, I would like to thank you for your support 
during the year. This report covers the activities arranged during 2014. The following report 
contains a description of each of the events. 

First MEBA Mixer + Course Sharing Session (January 20) 
The MEBA Council has had a tradition of organizing small gatherings for students under 
international master profiles to help them to get to know each other better and to make their 
stay at NHH more pleasant. The MEBA Council organizes an event called “MEBA Mixer”, 
where MEBA provides some snacks and drinks. Students then meet on a certain day of the 
week to chat and take a break from the studies, play games and quizzes, and make friends. 

The first MEBA mixer was organized on the 20. January 2014 and took place in the common 
area of Hatleberg C-Blokk (Studentbolig). The aim was to welcome new international Master 
students. To this first event of the MEBA council attracted 45 international students.  

Our first mixer (information session) where everyone could catch up, exchange views on 
courses they had taken/ were planning to take, and ideas on where to go for exchange. 
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Second MEBA Mixer (13.02.2014) Norway vs. Canada Is hockey 
First we watched the Olympic ice hockey game and later hosted an Olympics-themed quiz 
along with SAENE with exciting prizes. 

Networking talk along with ICC (International Career Center) on the 25.3.2014  
'Nordmenn: Vakre og Merkelige' and marketed together with AIESEC. 
This seminar presents Norwegian social behaviors and how foreigners may perceive them. 
Norwegians will get an entertaining eye-opener on themselves, while foreigners will better 
understand how to interact with Norwegians. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1464044847146042/?ref=2&ref_dashboard_filter=past  
 
Oslo Business Trip 2014   
That is a trip for visiting companies that might be the future employers of MEBA students. 
This was a chance to see the nation’s capital, visit companies and get to know the locals 9-11 
April.  
We focused mainly on companies with a very international profile for our Oslo trip, and this 
year we visited DNB, Orkla, Nord Pool Spot and Norsk Hydro. We received a lot of interest 
from students from all three profiles when we announced the trip. There were 45 applications 
and we were able to bring 40 students. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/759576424070942/?ref=2&ref_dashboard_filter=past 

MEBA Barbecue 
On 1. Mai 2014, the MEBA Council organized in collaboration with the CEMS Bergen club a 
barbeque which was a good opportunity for the students to have a break from studying and 
also socialize with international students which were visiting Bergen from the Stockholm 
School of Economics. A phenomenal number of 70 students attended the event which was the 
biggest event organized in the spring term. 

Buddy program for new incoming international students 
As a Buddy, you will have a chance to help international students coming to NHH including 
contacting them via email/facebook and answering their questions before their arrival to 
NHH. In addition, buddies can offer linguistic help, cultural familiarity, and general 
information about student life at NHH.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/1472679429614974/?ref=2&ref_dashboard_filter=past 
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Welcome week (Fadder uke)  
We applied for funding from our university for wristbands for the international students as the 
welcoming week wristbands, that give you access to all the events cost over 500NOK each 
year, which is too much for incoming students. We however feel that it is an important event 
to participate.  
We also welcomed all new incoming students with e-mail were we explained all the important 
things they need to know about first week at NHH, including social and academical aspects. 
This was sent in addition to the official e-mail sent from the school admission 
MEBA held a welcome presentation on the first day of the week when the wristbands were 
given out. 

MEBA Homecoming 25.08.2014 
First MEBA social event was organized on third week of school. Students were able to ask  
for advice about courses from older students and meet officially. That was also a welcoming 
event for those who return from their exchange programs. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/752411334820379/?ref=2&ref_dashboard_filter=past 

Norwegian movie night: Hodejegerne/Headhunter,  September 2  
As many international Master students are taking Norwegian language classes, the Norwegian 
movie night is supposed to be both fun and practice of the language skills. The MEBA 
Norwegian Movie attracted 20 students 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1502752533303252/?ref=2&ref_dashboard_filter=past 
 
MEBA+CEMS Mixer September 19 
First bigger social event with all MEBA students. We provided snacks and drinks and 
organized games and this was a great event for mingling. It was also an opportunity to learn 
more about CEMS exchange destinations and meet people who have already been there. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/856686957677845/?ref=2&ref_dashboard_filter=past 

Meet and Greet 2014  
Event for international master student looking for an interesting internship in Bergen. 
Students were able to send their CVs, and the companies could pick interesting candidates for 
an interview. The event is one of the few events that are targeted specifically at international 
students looking for an internship in Norway.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/380151088808686/?ref=2&ref_dashboard_filter=past 
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TEDxBergen 2014  
On October 4, 2014 the MEBA Council hosted its 2nd city-level TEDxBergen event. 
Recalling last year´s success, NHH was chosen and granted the license to once again host a 
TEDX conference in 2014. This is one of the biggest events at NHH and it is one of the few 
where international students play the most important role. 

Meetings with student groups and university representatives 
We met with student parliament KS Kjernestyret in the beginning of the year to get to know 
each other and to discuss issues that we can work on together during the school year. We have 
had very good collaboration this year, partly because of that. 

We have also met with the boards of International Student union in UiB and NLA and we 
have discussed about further co-work. We have already worked together to promote 
TEDxBergen 2014.  
 
We have worked to get more international students into NHHS groups. We have talked to 
leaders, encouraged them, bought this topic up any time we could (such as at FM or NHHS 
leader’s meeting). Probably one of most effective way for integration Norwegians and 
internationals  at NHH.  
 
Also we have officially collaborated  with AIESEC, IC, SAENE and Aarhus Case 
Competition. Plus many other groups that we have connections with and collaborate on 
promotion of events.  Collaboration with the student groups in our school has been a great 
way to become more known!  
 
We have met with Masterboard (PMU) and KS (NHH Student parliament) and talked about 
creating a plan for further promotion of NHH outside Norway in for example study fares and 
conferences. This would hopefully increase the level and amount of international applicants/
students NHH receives and thus would enhance the Financial Times ratings. 
We also discussed about the inclusion of Economics and Finance profiles in our 
specializations. Through mutual collaboration we have become known to them and they are 
one of our sponsors now. They only sponsor event specifically though for events that add 
value to the school and might bring more top students here. 

Also we have managed to get one of our representatives to sit at the  IAC International 
Academic Committee at NHH, which is committee directed to international issues together 
with the heads of the university. 
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Marketing plan and new identity 
We have built up a new marketing plan and new identity (logo, corporate colors, guidelines of 
using them etc.), to make MEBA Council more visible along students. We have printed 
rollups, made photo-shoots, ordered pullovers with logos and created a new website. All to 
make us more visible in NHH. Most of this we made ourselves so it didn’t cost anything. 

On	  behalf	  of	  the	  MEBA	  Council	  and	  the	  MIB,	  ENE	  and	  MBM	  students	  at	  NHH,	  we	  sincerely	  
thank	  you	   for	  your	   support	  and	  coopera?on	   throughout	   the	  year.	  We	  are	  now	  working	  on	  
delivering	   the	   knowledge	   and	   useful	   ?ps	   for	   the	   upcoming	   board	   to	   make	   the	   transi?on	  
process	  flawless.	  We	  hope	  the	  next	  year	  will	  be	  even	  more	  produc?ve	  and	  successful	  both	  
for	  MEBA	  Council	  and	  ISU	  Norway.	  

Please	  do	  not	  hesitate	  to	  contact	  me	  if	  you	  have	  any	  ques?ons.	  

Best	  regards,	  
	  

Tjorben	  Struck	  

Treasurer	  and	  Deputy	  Leader	  MEBA	  Council	  
Phone:	  +47	  410	  61	  883	  
E-‐mail:	  meba.treasurer@nhhs.no
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